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Sloan: rags to in four years

. Copyright 1971, the Technician
by Craig Wilson ‘
Associate Editor

(Second of three parts)
When Norman Sloan was named

State basketball coach in 1966. his
work was cut out for him.

Although Press Maravich had
fashioned an ACC‘ championship the
previous year, much of the prestige
Reynolds Coliseum had acquired
under Everett Case had been lost
when an NCAA probation forced a
reduced schedule and general
de-emphasis on the cage program in
the early ’603.
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Even the Pack’s third-place finish
in the ’66 Eastern Regionals wasn’t
enough to recapture the glamour of
the ’40s. Larry Lakins, 6’7” center for
several of Maravich’s teams was
re-admitted to the University after he
had flunked out, and some of the
same old questions about
improprieties in the State program
started to resurface.

Needed A Winner
So the Wolfpack needed a proven

winner to start the program afresh.
Sloan, Coach of the Year at both The
Citadel and the University of Florida,
got the call. ,

When he arrived in Raleigh, Sloan
found “slim pickins” awaiting his
tuteledge. Only one startervAll-ACC
guard Eddie Biedenbach—returned
Then shortly before the season
opened, a back injury forced
Biedenbach out of action for the year
and the WOlfpack started five
sophomores for most of the ’66’67
campaign.

It was a rough year. The program
was Sloan’s, but the players had all
been recruited by Maravich. Crowds
all year were dismally small. The
record was 7-19. For the first time
since World War II, State opened the

basketball season away from home.
The team compiled the school’s worst
record. The 99-60 loss to Duke was
the most lop-sided loss ever by the
Pack.

There were a few bright spots. Mrs.
Joan Sloan—the coach’s wife—added
a dash of uniqueness by singing the
National Anthem at home games.
State played thrillingly close games
with nationally-ranked Duke and
North Carolina. In the opening round
of the conference tournament, the
eighth-placePack took the top-seeded
Tar Heels down to the wire before
losing 66-63.

The frustrations took their toll,

'I

midway through the season, Sloan
exploded at referees in a game at
College Park, Md. Two technical fouls
later the game had been forfeited to
the hOmetown Terrapins.

Could Have Been Worse
Nonetheless the situation at the

season’s end could have been worse.
Biedenbach would’retum in ’67-’6',8
sophomores had gained experience,
Sloan had lured 6’5” Rick Anheuser
away from Bradley University and
Vann Williford was to make his varsity
debut the next year. .

(see ‘Not everyone,’ Page 5)
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estructuring

Scott makes plea for quick approval of committee plan

by Perry Safran
Staff Writer

Speaker of the House Phil Godwin
cracked his over-sized walnut gavel at
12:05 yesterday afternoon and the
North Carolina General Assembly
reconvened to consider the
restructuring of state . higher
education.
.Ahmmm

Harris took
Mike

early and
Representative
the floor

traveling salesmen, will be unable to
vote on the Tuesday date, [hope that
the General Assembly will consider
changing the election date back to the
first Saturday of the month,” he said.

Scott Speaks
Governor Bob SCott addressed the

joint session of the two houses an
hour after the body convened. Scott
said since his last speech to the
lawmakers, ‘he had contacted “all
concerned parties” and is sure “the
bill passed by the Committee on
Higher Education represents all these
groups and their interests.”

“It .is not the governor’s bill,
= . although I find it contains what I

Governor Bob Scott

proposed that the body also discuss
the changing of the May 2 Primary
date in addition. to the question of
restructuring.

“Considering the information
have received that students, as well as

New

by Hilton Smith
Associate Editor

Major revisions in-campus parking
regulations effective November I will
allow unregistered vehicles on campus
at night.

The traffic control gates on North
Campus will be placed in the down
position from 5:15 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Vehicles
with “E”, “W”, “S”, “I” and “2”
decals and unregistered vehicles may
park after 5 p.m. in any area not
controlled by gates.

At 7 p.m. North Campus will also
be open to any vehicle, including
those that are unregistered. Parking
will be allowed in all but reserved
spaces.

All vehicles except “N” and “A”
decals must be off North Campus by
7. 30 a.m. Monday through Friday.

The new changes were announced
by Traffic Administrative Officer W.L.
Wdliams.

According to Williams, the changes
were made following rejection of a
parking proposal from the University
Parking and Traffic Committee.

Chancellor John T. Caldwellm1

believe to be the cardinabeiéments for
any new structure,” Scott said.

“It is not a bill of the regional
universities although they, too, can
find muchv. to their liking in its
essential features,” he continued.

Can Save Money
And, he added, “I am further

convinced that this method can save
money” by providing “a single,
unified budget for all public senior
institutions—a budget based on the
best educational advice as to what is
most needed for the good of higher
education as a whole.

“This method of budgeting will
have the further advantage of
removing from the legislative and

parkingregulatiw
allow unregistered carss

approved a substitute proposal which
was more comprehensive than the
original committee recommendations.
“Many evening and weekend

funCtions are conducted at NC. State
University to which members of the
campus community, as well as the

. general public, are invited. In an effort
to provide better service for all,
University parking“ regulations are
being amended," stated a University
release.

Weekend Parking
Weekend regulations have also been

changed to allow unrestricted parking
the entire weekend until 7: 30 Monday
morning (see ‘Parking.’ Page 4/

Touche
Inserted in the middle of today’s

Technician is the first of a monthly
magazine supplement, Touche. This
initial issue deals with the
restructuring of North Carolina higher
eduCation.

political arena educational decisions
that can best be made by educational
administrators,” the governor
declared.

Scott sought to allay the fears of
some blacks that the new plan was
intended “to phase out what have
traditionally been known as black
institutions—our predominantly Negro
universities.

“Nothing could be further from

the truth,” he said. “There need be
nor fear on this score on the part of
any institution—black, white or
Indian—or on the part of the six
consolidated university branches,or
on the part of the School of the Arts,
or on the part of the nine other
institutions.

“None of them will
identity,” he said.

“We have before us a blueprint that
lose their

will work,” Scott continued..“lt will
work, that is, if we but try to make it
work—if we display the good will
needed to make it work.”

Scott further supported the
Committee’s bill by calling the
opposition. by the present UNC Board
of Trustees as being, “a move by the
fraternity to protect their own
interests.”

Thousands stand silently at Carter Stadium during the marching band’s traditional rendition of the
National Anthem prior to home football games. Here, one young patriot——surrounded by a sea of
reverent faces—salutes the Star--Bangled Banner, but.In his future lies more than the ancient cry of‘play
ball”— his countenance belies whatever it is young men feel facing the world ahead. (photo by Cain)

Gusler won’t participate

Flag pledge causes hangup

by George Panton
Senior Editor

Dedication of the Freedom Shrine,
a photographic reproduction of 28
documents in American history now
on permanent display in the Hill
library, has been complicated by
Student Body President Gus Gusler's
refusal to say the Plege of Allegiance
to the «Flag.

The Freedom Shrinefwas donated
to the Library by the Cameron Village
Exchange Club of Raleigh, and
dedication plans called for Gusler to
accept the g'ft on behalf of the’

Student Body.
But he declined to participate in

l the ceremony when informed that the
program was to include the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

Gusler said, “1 think the pledge of
allegiance is hypocritical for me.”

“‘Liberty and justice for all?m he
said. “Bullshit. That phrase doesn’t
apply. to American society today.”
“The Freedom Shrine is a

wonderful gift, and I would be
(blighted to accept it. It’s a wonderful
gsture by the Exchange Club and it
makes a really attractive display in the

library. But they require theallegiance
in the ceremony and I cant in good
conscience say those words,” he said.

Gusler added “Several people have
proposed revisions of the pledge,
chang'ng it to read‘one nation stn'
for liberty and justice for all. That
seems more acceptable to me.”

The exhibit is displayed outside the
east entrance to the Reference Room
in the old wing of the library. It
includes replicas of documents
spanning over 300 years of American
history. The oldest document is the
Mayflower Compact which was the

(we ‘Shnne'.' M8)
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Sandra Curry ‘I get realsatrsfaction
by Sewall Hoff

Assistant Features Editor
“I get real satisfaction out of cooking,” says

Sandra Curry. “Like baking bread. It’s such a
physical thing to mix it up, knead it and flop it
into the pan”

“Cooking good food is not that hard if you ‘
know what you are doing,” she said. “Students
get mono and other diseases from poor diet and
partly from lack of sleep. In my column I try to
show that at least people can eat well and
inexpensively.

. “People try to live on cheap, greasy
hamburgers. Yecch! You might as well at least
try to have good hamburgers at home.

“I enjoy cooking for people. I started
cooking after high school when I left Iowa and
went out to San Francisco. I got there and my
friends turned out not to be very friendly, so I
was on my own with no job, no friends, $25.

“I got a job as a clerk in a bank but I
couldn’t afford to eat in restaurants so, just to
survive, I started cooking and collecting recipes
and cookbooks.

“I decided to startwriting for the Technician

because in San Francisco there was a paper
called Good Times which had a cooking column
with inexpensive recipes in it. It was an
underground paper, but a nice little paper, not
at all like the Berkeley Barb. The Barb used to’
be pretty good but it’s really lousy now with
those ads and everything.

“Electric. Burner” Pen Name.
“I wanted to write under the name Electrc

Burner, but that was too underground for the
TechniCian. I really want to hear from people if
they need any recipes or if they have trouble
with the ones they’ve got. “I try out all of the
recipes before I put them in the' column, and I
try to get variety for different tastes. I even try
to get a different priCe range—no one likes to eat
cheaply all the time. Today I’m trying a health
food thing. “In San Francisco I used to go to
concerts in the Golden Gate Park and watch
Janis Joplin get loaded on Southern Comfort. It
was damp and everybody caught cold but it was
fun. 1

“Every weekend I’d go across to Marin
County and go to the top of Mount Tamalpias
and just look out at the green and the trees and
the cows grazing.

“I lived in a commune in the Sierras for a
while, but every time I went to the stream for
water I got chased by rattlesnakes. That’s why I
left.-

Parttime Student
“I’m a parttime student at State, and work

fulltime as a secretary for Stackpole
Components. I’m brushing up on my child
psychology and French.

“I play my- guitar in the In Crowd
sometimes,” she continued. “That’s a plug. It’s

Letters to the Editor:

Worth hearing

To the Editor:
To you who say that blacks are an immature

group who disrupt order to “get things they
want,” right on:

For the past three centuries, blacks have
tried to communicate, rationally, with our
white counter-parts to no avail. Has the white
man ever listened to or heard the black man’s
pacified, patient, and alleged inferior voice
before he began shouting?

It seems that this disruptive and irrational
policy is the only path to awaken the majority
of whites—whom are racists and refuse to have
their time consumed by a dark, beautiful
fully-tanned person. Until the “pale face” greets
an approaching black face with a smile and a
brotherly tone in replacement of a paternalistic
position, he’ll always have reason to fear him.

So, whenever whites decide that blacks
deserve and are worth some-of the time lost in
the course of three hundred years, then blacks
will return to being the patient, understanding,
and pacified “nuts” that they have been.

Are whites ignorant of the fact that blacks
have been pushed over board to act as they do?
No, we don’t want respect any more, we just
want to be heard!

‘ Linda Thomas
Junior, LAS

Critic criticized
To the Editor:

Mr. Haynes listens to music about as
completely as he writes sentences. Superficial
listeners seem to enjoy foot-stomping music
much more than music which stimulates the
mind. For Mr. Haynes, and those who agree
with his criticism of the Seals &Crofts concert,
‘I suggest that they try to catch the march music
on “IT’S TIME FOR UNCLE PAUL.”

Sr., Pre-vet—Technician
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Reality feared
To the Editor:

There is a great deal more to be said about
individual freedbm, which has been a
controverisial issue in the Technician recently.
My previous letters never said enough as to why
the use of government to solve problems is so
wrong and why individualistic solutions are the
only rational ones.

The moral corruption of those who believe in
coercive government has been disgustingly
apparent to me personally. I have been labeled
“crazy,” “naive,” and “out of touch with
reality” for believing in laissez-faire capitalism
and freedom. I am told that -laissez-faire will
never work because it is “impractical” and
“people will never accept it"’ ecause it would
make life too difficult for them.” What these
people actually imply is this: man is such a
sordid, incompetent creature that coercion is. all
he can rely on to survive.This makes me wonder
whether one’s concept of the human race .is
really _a reflection of one’s own self-esteem.

Regarding the pollution problem, the ECOS
imply that businessmen must be controlled
because it is too difficult for men to protect
their rights through the court system, and
others have said that it is too difficult
for consumers to boycottvpolluting industries
successfully. So is living itself too difficult?

Perhaps Iaissez-faire capitalism is so hated
because it demands that very individual be
responsible for himself and face life, and that no
one has the right to force others to make his
decisions, or bear his burdens. We—the
indiv' uali t—are not afraid of reality, for we
hall“ the al integrity that says we cannot
violate the rights of others by shifting our
responsibilities to them.

The cave man who invented fire wasn’t afraid
of accepting responsibility for“ his survival. It’s
too bad the jellyfish in this society can’t be the
same way. - '

I Betsy Carter
Soph., History

Need compromise
To the Editor:

I wish to make afew statements concerning
black students recorded in the Technician
Friday. I do not understand fully what went on
at the recent incidents nor do I have full
knowledge of the motives of the black students.
I am quite willing to apologize for any
misinterpretation ot the facts concerning these
things. Please understand that I am trying to

a nice singles bar, not at all like the singles bars
in San Francisco.

“I save beer bottles for ecology and all of my
dishes are donated. My others were stolen in
Berkeley. You can really get ripped off out
there. I graduated from Berkeley in 1967.

“Ybu really run into all kinds of people in
San Francisco. If you want to know what life is,
then go to a big city. But I got tired of tripping
over drunks on Mission Street.That’s not really
funny, I guess. It’s kind of sad.

a.
“Greasy hamburgers, yeech,” is Sandra Curry’s reaction to thoughts of an inferior _

“There .are so many foreign restaurants in San
Francisco that you really get interested in
foreign cooking.

No-Tea Pot
“In Raleigh I went to a Chinese restaurant and

ordered tea—and got a tea bag in a cup of hot
water. Not even a pot of tea!

“There aren’t any good quiet restaurants in
Raleigh. With all the jangling plates 1 keep
thinking I have to do the dishes.”

‘ l

product as she prepares another delicious repas't.’
‘4'“

look at theseissues objectively.
First, I wish to make a general statement

concerning the relations of all blacks and
whites. In nature, as well as in man, whenever
two different breeds, races or beliefs, cultures,
structured classes of beings come in contact
there is always a change, and a change in both
of1the parties concerned.

The change is inevitable whether wanted or
not, is permanent, and is always a natural
occurrence. There is no real discrimination in
the change; both parties are affected, both
become different from their original forms.
Neither party will ever be able to completely
reverse to their original forms. The two will be
combined into a new being, culture, race, or
society. ‘

The white American is not and will not ever
be like the white European. Although they are
from various backgrounds, they are
permanently mixed, and are now a new breed of
people quite unlike that of. the rest of the
world. The same is true about the black
American. The black American is different from
his African brethern, not only in appearances
but in his customs, manners and beliefs. In
short, both of these racial groups are unique,_
they are both Americans, and have contributed
to changing each other, whether not noticeably
or not nobly.

Here is the possible reaction to the request
made for a Black All—Campus Day: “Why not
have with it a White All-Campus Day?” The
reaction to this statement will be “Haven’t we
already had White All-Campus Day?” Then you

Friday, October 29, 7-9 p.m:, Union Theatre,
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.

Saturday. midnight to 4 a.m. in Union
Ballroom, Horror Festival including Tales of
Terrors, The Raven, and The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari. (After Homecoming Dance).

Sunday. October 31, 7 pm,
Auditorium, Horror Festival.

A Halloween Horror Film Festival is being
presented by the Union Film Board this
weekend. Featured are The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari, a silent German classic with English
titles. and two Edgar Allen Poe movies, The
Raven and Tales of Terror.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari has entered our
culture the way few other films have been able
to. Over the years, the film has become
synonymous with the eerie, the macabre,
the highly imaginative.

" The first of the surrealistic, expressionistic
German films to make the screen. this film
began the golden age of German cinema an era
that was marked by a‘preoccupa‘tion with myth,

Nelson

') -

(photo by Heddon) ,,

wTIl have a counterquestionWhat do you
determine as a ‘White’ All~Campus Day?” There
will be a succession of questions countering
questions until there will be a final imbroglio.
This imbroglio is inevitable unless both sides are
willing to compromise. This means that both
sides would have to sacrifice part of their desires
and change their dogmatic points of view. This
compromise would have to be done equally,
with a result that is not black, not white, but a
neutral gray.

What the black students desire they will have
to state in clear, defined terms, rather than in
such vague statements as “we don’t want no
white shit” or “we aren’t gonna be niggers" or
“we don’t want any ‘Tom’ or ‘Sally’ proposal.”
They will have to state their opinions as well as
desires in a manner which the confused,
complicated ,thinking whites will understand.
The whites in turn should not try to gloss over
anything or give their usual hypocritical
“trinkets to the Indians” routine.

If nothing can be resolved, or if the argument
becomes too heated, I propose that All-Campus
Day as well as any other activity which faces a
similar conflict be discontinued. This
discontinuance should be done in order to
protect the concerns of both whitesand blacks,
and there should be no bitter feelings over the
discontinuance because the discontinuances
should be considered a result of the
unwillingness of both sides (and I mean both) to

. compromise.
Gregory R. Mill

Freshman, Design

Halloween horror festival
horror and madness.

Strange. distorted sets imaginatively provide
the background for the story of a somnabulist.
his owner and their terrorization of a small
German town. In one of the great film endings
of all timean ending which has yet to be
duplicated with any degree of success -the
audience is assaulted with various facts that .
change their entire viewpoint of the film.

The Raven, starring Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre and Boris Karloff. is a combination of
humor and, terror. Three sorcerers living in a
primitive era ruled by . magic, fear and
superstition, pit their powers against each other
in an unusual picture. The result of this friendly
competition is a hilarious comedy adventure as
well as a horror film. . _

Tales of Terror includes three of Edgar Allen
Poe’s most macabre tales. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre and Basil Rathbone star in thisgripping
film of demons, premature burial and suspended
animationa—Il favorite themes of Poe.
Page 3 Technician October'f7, 1971
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by Ken Lloyd
Writer

The press box, that three-
level edifice that looms over
Carter Stadium, serves as the
nerve center of the entire sta-
dium complex. .

From this structure game
stories are relayed to all parts
of the country. Radio broad-
casts an‘d the stadium’s
announcer originate from the
box.

When one first approaches
the press box‘elevator, he is
confronted by a guard who
checks press passes. After
receiving clearance, then comes
the long ride up to the press
box.

The padded elevator creeps
up to the first level. This is by
far the most popular level, not
because it houses the radio,
TV, and control booths, but
this is where the food is. Who
cares when you can get all the
food you want, even if it is
supplied by ARA Slater.

After securing a substantial
helping of hamburgers, slaw,
pickles, and cheese, the writers

Not everyone could play

(continuedfrom page 1)
But new faces on the var-

sity~like Williford and Bieden-
bach—meant not everyone
could play. Several players
whom Sloan had asked to stay
with him during the first
season, began to see fewer and.
fewer minutes of game action.
A heated dispute erupted

one day at practice and Nick
Trifunovich, who had been a
starting guard prior to Bieden-
bach’s recovery, quit the team.
Bill Mavredes, who had also
started the previous year, was
known to be dissatisfied with
Sloan and told friends he felt
the State coach had not shown
sufficient regard for the team
members who had stuck it out
during Sloan’s first season.

lsley Leaves
More often discussed was

Nelson lsley, an outside shoot-
ing threat who usually
threatened in streaks. lsley
eventually departed the State
program for LSU—where Mara-
vich was coach—and led the
Tigers in scoring as a senior
after sitting out a year.

Despite all this the Wolf-
pack finished third in the con-
ference (15-10) ‘and pulled off
a stunning 12-10 cold war vic-
tory over Duke in the tour-
nament. lf Sloan wasn’t be-
coming a self-styled Everett
Case, his mastery of tactics

make their way up to the
second level. Here they are to
be the recipients of SID Frank
Weedon’s gracious and efficient
system.

Everything Needed
When the scribes come to

their assigned seats, they find
on their tables everything they
will need to help in their view-
ing of the game: programs,
team brochures, statistic
sheets, and lineup cards.

After depositing their type-
writers on their table and
devouring their food, the
writers search orit 'their col-
leagues in order to engage in
their favorite pasttime, dis-
cussing sports.

As the start of the game
nears, the writers return to
their respective seats. From
there, they can see almost the
entire field in one glance. In

addition, they have a great
view of the surrounding
scenery, which Saturday night
consisted of the sights and
lights of the State Fair.

Once the game began, it

seemed comparable to the Old
Master’s.‘>Little' news of team
dissention leaked to the public;
the Sloan program was on the
upswing.

For it was just about this
time that everyone began to
notice the finesse of Wolfpack

NELSON ISLEY (with ball) transferred-to LSU where

took a while for the writers to
come to life. After being nearly
lulled to sleep 'by the Wolf-
pack’s methodical scoring
drive, they were soon aroused
by East Carolina’s touchdown
drive. The writers stayed awake
the rest of the game as they
looked on
Pirates completely outclassed
the Wolfpack. -

The sports writers had little
to do during the game other
than watch the action. The
pressbox announcer kept them
posted as to losses, gains, who
ran the ball, etc. At the end of
every quarter, the sports infor~

intently as the‘

mation staff distributed play-
by-play sheets that told exactly
what went on during the
period including who made the
tackle.

The writers also received
halftime and final team and
individual statistics. Coaches
quotes are distributed to the
writers who did not feel like
fighting their way down to the
fieldhouse.

Stadium Cleared
All that was left for the

writers to do now was to incor-
porate the information into a
story. Long after the stadium

Sidelines
The Wolfpacksoccer team

will host Guilford College
today at 4 pm. on the baseball
field behind Lee Dorm. .
Due to the unusual amount

of rain, the qualifying date for
the student-faculty-staff golf
tournament has been extended
through Friday. First round
begins Monday.

The following season
(’68-‘69), State’s record was
almoWicated—m wins and
10 losses was good for fourth
in the conference. Victories
that year included an upset of
then nationally-seventh-ranked
South Carolina. The Coliseum

1"

he led the scoring his senior year.
forward Vann Williford, whom
Sloan had convinced at the last
minute to attend State instead
of a small 'North Carolina
college which had recruited
him. “Moving Vann” was to
eventually blossom into one of
the all-time superlative per-
formers at State, and he always
attributed his success to
Sloan’s willingness to believe in
him.

crowd that cold, snowy
evening was perhaps the
loudest and most enthusiastic
since the Case heydays, and
freshman standouts Ed Left-
wich and Paul Coder were
plenty of warning to Wolfpack
foes: the Pack was back.

With Williford and Anheuser
blossoming into the most

Residence and fraternity
badminton play begins this
week.

The State Rugby Club hosts
Washington and Lee Sunday
afternoon on the baseball field.

The team, beaten only
once this season, has reeled off
three straight victories over
Atlanta, Duke and Richmond.

' ’67

torrid combo since Batman and
Robin, State swept the 1970
ACC championship away‘ from
powerful USC and, with 22
victories, went to the Eastern
Regionals, finishing third.

“Dirty Dan”
Only an off-again, on-again

dispute with forward Dan Wells
seemed to mar the season for
Sloan. Well, who incurred the
nickname “Dirty Dan” from
UNC fans after he and Tar Heel
forward Bill Chamberlain
engaged in a teta-tet in a Rey-
nolds Coliseum game, was gen-
erally known to be at odds
with the coach, and at one
point last season a story
circulated that Sloan had dis-
missed him from the squad.
Sloan issued a statement to the
press that no such action had
been taken. Nonetheless, Sloan
later privately told a sports
writer that he would be “glad
when Wells graduates.”
On balance 1960-70 porten-

ded great things for Sloan’s
program. Coder and Leftwich,
two second team all-conference
choices, would be back. So
would Bill Benson, Rick Hofdt,
and Bob Heuts from a talented
freshman team.

Then the roof caved in.

Press box- statistics, programs, food

reason for the disaster.
One seribe, speaking of the

loss, said, “It’s a good thing
this was the smallest crowd in
the history of Carter Stadium
to see it.” Another asked di-
gustedly, “Is there a team in
the ACC worse than State?”
His puzzled listeners did not
answer.

1

had cleared, the writers were,
still pecking away on their
typewriters trying to beat their
deadline.

Those who had finished
were busy discussing the game.
The pro-ECU writers were jubi-
lant and all smiles. The partisan
State writers were shaking their
heads and trying to figure out a

BALLS
by John Walston

SUN. OCT - 8 m
rmp *

31
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THE LETTERMEN in concert

PRICES: 330° . $400 .‘ $50» a
— TICKETS ON SALE NOW —

COLISEUM BOX OFFICE PAUVL'ROSE — FRIENDLY
CENTER OR BY MAIL — c/o LETTERMEN, GREENSBORO
COLISEUM, 1921 WILEE ST. GREENSBORO, N.C. °

.~ GREENSBORO COLISEUM

I I Nun SI '0”. N C

bnahnburg lb: mailer(n- “a...

J D SRAIINIWG 0-0.0 Odl

PART TIME SALES
Hi9! Earnings

CALL
M n. STEWA RT

834.3705

“(MATEO IN Y0"! TIM (OIOIS

cémuM”
roe rHE'GAME

“We Grow The Flowers We Sell"

Fallon’s Florist
205 FAYETTEVILLE STREET .

phone 832-8347
Store ‘Hours 3:30 Ara-5:30 PM. Mom-Sat.

Sports Editor

Speculation and ~rumors concerning who the
Wolfpack’s new football coach will be next year are
drifting across campus and increasing with every loss
State suffers. ' '

Present head “interim” coach AI Michaels is
obviously on his way out as head coach. If his fate
wasn’t sealed after the Duke loss and the criticism for
not playing quarterback Pat Korsnick, all chances of
redemption disappeared when the Wolfpack was
humiliated by East Carolina University. .

Next year’s coach will enjoy a lot more than most
new coaches. His won-lost record in his first season at
State canit be any worse than this season’s. He Will also
be inheriting a let of talent. At quarterback Pat
Korsnick, Bruce Shaw and freshmen John Bird and Pat
Connolly offer a lot of promise.

Sophomore running backs Willie Burden, Charley
Y0ung and Mike Stultz along with the return of Pat
Kenney offer a feeling of security to a new incoming

‘ coach.
The names being thrown around the University

definitely proves that State has a lot of luring ability.
The Chancellor’s committee to pick a c0ach for next

year is rumored to have had a‘ very promising response
in the form of applications from eager candidates.

Dreams of Roman Gabriel have excited some
speculators, but there are some surprising but likely
prospects rumored interested in the position.

Homer Rice, athletic director at UNC, is among the
names being whispered. Rice is known for inventing the

. “veer” offense.
Claude Gibson of Tulsa has been mentioned as a very

possible candidate, but his record of shifting from team
to team has made his chances very slim.

Members of the present coaching staff are all
candidates, but “cleaning house” is a strong feeling on
this campus. Of course, the Chancellor is the final word.
A very bright prospect is Lou Holz, present coach at

William and Mary. A young coach, Holz has built a fine
football team at a school not particularly noted for
being strong on the gridiron.

Speculation continues to grow along with Wolfpack
fans’ hopes of a dynamic leader to bring State back to
the. winner’s column where it belongs. The
announcement of the new coach is expected
immediately following the season.
.Meanwhile the committee quietly interviews and

reviews applications in search for the man. The right
man.

IN CONCERT

Fleetwoad Mac

plus

Al Kooper
-the guy that started the

Blood Sweat 8 Tears thing-

8 PM. Friday Nov.

Dorton Arena Raleigh, NC.

I’Ticlfets:
$3.00 advance, $4.00 at the door

Tickets only $2.50 with any album
or tape purchase at the Record Bar

A Save—‘-Money Concert
brought to you by East Coast
Concerts and Record Bar
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The House

‘People won’t hassle you here"
by Cash Roberts

Writer that he
We accept the other fix?

do not do this on condition
become someone

different, and we do” not act-
ively determine what he is to

you come here,9?“People won’t hassle you if
said a staff

member of The House, a drug
information center on Cutler

She added that there will be
a 40-hour training session
beginning Nov. 8 Which meets
two nights a week for persons

fl

Curry’s

Kitchen

J
as he is, as he wishes to e become. Street near the State campus. interested in becoming a staff '

gr ~ From 35 calls a month to a member. Interested persons STUFFED BELL PEPPERScrisis-a-day, The House has iii; call her at 834-073] for an Sandra Curry
gained wide acceptance of stu- mew. Staff Writer

it.
Originally focusing on drug problems, the House has
become an omnibus counseling center in the 13 months
since its opening. (photo by Wright)

'dealt

and medical

psychiatrist.

number

tation.

power

through necessity,
evolved into an omnibus coun-
seling center concerned with a
wide range of emotional, social

problems
directly related to drugs.

. Through. .a'- United , Fund

of cases

dents and area residents as a
place to go with a problem.

with drugs—but
it

and a referral staff of three
physicians, l6 attorneys, two
psychologists and

The House’s main concern,
however, is with drugs, and the

the staff
handles is increasing, according
to Becky Brownlee.

Staff members try to con-I
duct a rehabilitation program
with cases on a one-to-one
basis, staying with the same
person throughout his rehabili-

Due to such intensive work,
The House has a severe man-

shortage,
Brownlee issued an appeal for .
State students to volunteer
their time as counselors.

. vocational

Staff members also go out
into the community to speak

Club.
An increasing number of

runaway youths have also
come to The House. By law,
The House must inform the
police about persons under 16,
but they give the kids the

.. opportunity to call their par—

The House also provides other
services, such as abortion refer-
ral, birth control information,

rehabilitation.
venereal disease treatmentrefer-
ral and draft counseling.

It was also pointed Out that
The“ House doesn’t charge for
its services and all counseling is
kept confidential.

“People have turned on to
The House,” Miss Brownlee
commented, “not only college
students, but high school
youths,middle class housewives
and businessmen.”

Open 24 hours a day, The
House maintains two telephone
lines. The number is 834-073].
It also works closely with.
Hopeline, a telephone service
provided by the City of
Raleigh.

6 large bell peppers
before groups running the lb. ground meata oTlif/hehrc'iPIlgmHmllge ($102253 gamut from Brownie troops to 1 cup cooked riceg . pe ’ the Boylan heights Garden 2 this. tomato paste

1 medium onion
M: tsp. oregano
salt and pepper
% cup grated cheese
6 mushrooms

' 2 tbs. butter

Oven at 350 degrees .grant, expiring in December, ents before notifying . _The. House has grown to in- authorities. ,, Wash peppers and cut off the tops. Scrape out 1n51des With a
clude a volunteer staff of 15 B 'd d ‘ l' spoon and boil in salted water for 5-7 minutes.
people ranging from 16 to 35, esr es rug counse mg, [n a bowl combine cooked rice, meat, chopped onion, tomato

paste, oregano, salt and pepper. Saute sliced mushrooms in butter
and add to the meat mixture.

Drain water off of the cooked peppers, salt the insides and fill
each one with the meat mixture to about ‘1: inch from the top.
Bake for 30-40 minutes or until the meat is cooked. Top each
pepper with grated cheese and return to the oven until the cheese
is melted.

Serves six for about 50 cents per serving.

Drug law
The new North Carolina

drug law, which goes into
effect Jan. 1, will be discussed
today at 7:45 pm. in Bowen
Residence Hall lounge.
A panel of lawyers, legisla-

tors, law-enforcement person-
nel and a “concerned Raleigh
parent” will field questions fol-
lowing a discussion of the new

discussed
law and its enforcement.

The panel will consist of
NC. State representative Hugh
Campbell of Charlotte; acting
chairman of the NC. Drug
Authority F.E. Epps; State
Bureau of Investigation Chief
Charles Dunn; and attorney
Roger Smith and Charles
Bright of Raleigh.

/""\

LATEST STYLES

in hard to find sizes

' IN BOOTS &.SHOES

FOR NOW PEOPLE

Special

VISIT THE SLACK MAN

’ . andy Don

At the Slack Shack ‘

NEXT TO THE A8P HILLSBOROUGH ST. ‘ ¢

1295

SKINNY MEN SAVE THIS WEEKServing N CS U

Longest With

The Latest 8. Best

WE HAVE THE BEST IN SPORTS

, .AND CASUAL WEAR. CHECK

OUT OUR H.I.S. AND LEE JEANS.

Special saving for ‘

Homecoming .'

1 — SHIRTS 1/2 PRICE 3'—
LONG & SHORT SLEEVE
—-— GROUP 1/2 PRICE —

SOME v_

New shipment of Dingo Boots
/.

MAN-MUR SHOE SHOP
INVISIBLE SHOE REPAIRING
2704 HILLSBOROUGH ST. (Next to A 8i P)

Free Parking.
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iam:.

by Kaye Williams
Writer

A tousled toddler separates
plastic cubes according to color
in one corner of the playroom.

Three four-year-olds peer
into the multicolored aquarium
in the science center.

And anexuberant teacher
intoduces international folk
dances to a lively group of
five-year-olds.

Experiences like these may
soon be available to children of
State students. Plans for the
campus child care center an;
progressing under the direction
of the Married Students Board.

Last spring a survey was
taken of need and interest in a

Q,
v

5;: ._1—.3': ............'-to24::'1'.55,355:42::5:5:-2'2-2°1‘2:2:Z:::2;2,

.......................................................
TODAY MAY BE YOUR LAST DAY

flie Iierlicuffure club is selling apple cider

MON
BEHIND K/LGORE HA LL

. *150 PER GALLON.
try it -
-';:-: :-:-:;:

questionnaires were returned,
all in enthusiastic support of a
child care center to benefit
State students.

Almost 100 children were
represented'by the sample sur-
vey results. They ranged in age
from three months to five
years old.

Respondents to the survey
overwhelmingly favored a full-
time child care program, with
78 percent preferring an all-day
operation.

Last spring the Student Sen-
ate .passed a bill endorsing a
day care center for students’
children. The bill was sent to
the Chancellor for approval.

According to Deanof Stu-

you 'll Ii . 7.
' ' ' ".':'Z';::';:Z~: .:.:-.'.:::2..:...;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;.:._. : . . :3:=:-:-. :-....... 5:3? '

Ice itA;

has.Mvm‘v'mia‘a‘ir!‘J

The Subway Cameron Village — Raleigh

Jewelry

Handmade matching wedding bands
Diamond, Emerald, Ruby, Sapphire, engagement

rings
ALSO IN CHAPEL —- 137 E. ROSEMARY ST -— UPTOWN

i

SPECIALS 9. g ‘ -_. ALL WEEK p . iEVER Y WEEK ‘3 ,1
OPEN ‘ ~to NINE ~., . .a\ ‘_"l‘ ‘x

"I

“ 'ILW

Jr., the child care project has
been placed in “limbo” until
results of the student survey
reach the Chancellor. Should
Caldwell approve the program,
he will appoint a study com-
mittee to dealowith it.

“Our biggest problem now
is finding a location for the
center,” said Mrs. Brita Tate of
the Union program office. '

“We have studied both Lea-
zar Hall and the King Buil-
ding,” she said, “but we would
like to look at vacant houses or

For the
College Man

Complete line of
fringed leather

jackets and vests
M2 price

Mo c‘casins
by MINNETONKA
Jeans, Bells, and Flares
by LEVI 8r. H.D. LEE
Western Wear
by PIONEER
Dingo Boots

ON THE MALL
WILMINGTON &

EXCHANGE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN RALEIGH

CONSTANT _EVERYDAY y).1 PRICES r7 ’97ISPECIALIZING ‘. .HEAVYROCK if
25'!

rolling stone special

SEATRAIN
JOHN LENNON
JOY OF COOKING
STEVE MILLER
THE BAND
BLUES PROJECT

MARBLEHEAD MESSENGER
IMAGINE

CLOSER TO THE GROUND
ROCK LOVE
CAHOOTS
LAZARUS

3.59
_ 3.59
3.59
3.59
3.59
3.59

' OUR VERY OWN SPECIAL
DUE TO THE LATE ARRIVAL OF MANY OF
OUR ALBUMS I OUR APOLOGIES) OUR SALE
IS EXTENDED UNTIL FRIDAY. I

DEEP PURPLE
STEPHEN. STILLS
WHO
ROD STEWART

FIR EBALL"
,ii -

WHO’S NEXT
EVERY PICTURE

2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89

other buildings near the cam-
pus, too.”

For a day care or child care
center to be licensed by the
state, it must be located in a
facility approved by both the
fire and health departments.
Clean accessible . restrooms, a
safe heating system, well-
located doors and windows and
safe outdoor areas are essential
for minimum approval.

Comments returned with
the questionnaires emphasized

_ , Call: 828-8724

.-

\ House and fawn glorist
mocewoob SHOPPING CENTER

students’ need for Safe, bene-
ficial and inexpensive cluld
care near or 'on campus.

“I am dropping out of
school because of the impossi-
bility of finding an affordable
and yet qualified babysitter,
one mother said.

Another noted that “a good
nursery is needed very mUch in
this area. Most are crowded
and the better ones take half
your take-home pay.”
A graduate student noted

that she found “child care the

Order Your Homecoming Floviiers Now!

10% Discount for
all State students

/4_ ’A—"—

Students’ toddlers may have day care

single most continuing and dif- ‘
ficult problem” facing her.

”It is certainly a necessity if
women are going to have an
equal opportunity to complete
their education,” another
pointed out.

Anyone interested in the
child care project or having
suggestions or information as
to financing or locations
should contact Brita Tate in
the Union.

PEADEN’S
HAIR STYLING
224% E. Martin St.

Raleigh, North Carolina 27601
Style — Color —- Shape Cut

Weave — Straighten
Replace HairP ‘ Rrivate ooms 755-9433E xpert Stylists

I Black Students !

vote

Linda Thomas

EBONY QUEEN

BLANKET CONCERT .
REYNOLDS COLI§€UH\

THI§ FRIDAY! 8PI‘I\

I TICK€T§=$3

HT UNION. R€CORD BARS DOOR

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER TARKUS 2.89
JETHRO TULL AOUALUNG 2.89

ALL ALBUMS LISTED , REGULAR $3.99
”2904 ”BOROUGH,ST. 832-7320

BARK 2.89
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TAYLOR SOCIOLOGY CLUB willmeet tonight at 6 at the FacultyClub. Topic; witches, to bediscussed by a witch. Iftransportation needed, go to Unionlounge where it will be provided.You buy your food, Sociology Clubbuys the beverage.
DRUG SEMINAR “Marijuana andthe New Law" will be held tonightat 7:45 in Bowen Residence Halllounge.
NCSU-PIRG will meet tomorrownight at 7:30 in 228 Harrelson. Allinterested students welcome.
BICYCLE CLUB will Sponsor a 100

mile tour of Wake CountySaturday. Leaving Union between 8and 9 a.m.
MARRIED STUDENTS BOARD issponsoring a picnic for all NCSUmarried students to be heldNovember 6 at 1:30 p.m. atSchenck Forest. Admission only$.25, tickets on sale at UnionInformation Desk.

CERAMIC Decorating Classes willbe held Thursdays (October 28,November 4, November 11) from7-10 p.m. Sign up now at CraftShop, basement ThompsonTheatre.

' ASME will meet today at 12 in BR216.
NEWS STAFF of WKNC—FM willmeet Monday night at 7.Attendance imperative.
STUDENT SENATE will meettonight at 9 in Ballroom Allinterested persons invited to attend.
ENGLISH Club will meet tonight at7:30 in 256-258 Union.
MARRIED STUDENTS Board willmeet tonight at 7:30 in 248 Union.
WKNC Tech staff will meet tonightat 6:45 in studios.

CLASSIFIEDS
MEN'5 contraceptives. Importedand best American brands. Detailsfree. Sam les & catalog, $1.POP—SER ,Box 1205-X, ChapelHill, N.C. 27514.
TYPING, includingchoice ‘ of type style, reasonable»Anne Hendricks, 782-6097.

COMPLETE VW REPAIR. Machinework, tune-ups, line boring service.Rebuilt engines in stock forexchange. Speed accessories forbuggies and bugs. T. Hoff, Inc.
Highway 70-E, 772-2871. Mon-Sat.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES: StereoCorn nent systems $119.95 (only'3),A -FM—Fm stereo radio. Worldrenowned BSR turntable, completewith dust cover. Powerful solidstate amplifier, 4 speaker audio

statistical, '

system. Terms available also BankAmericard and Mastercharge.
Call after 9:30 p.m. at 832-4144.
YARD SALE: 535 N. Blount Sat.&Sun. 10 a.m. til dark. Potters,original art, antique clothing, bakegoods. . .plus.
VOLKS Bus 57 body, 68 motor.Needs good home. Call 828-9103after 6. $550. Must sell to pay rent.

FOR SALE: Gerrnan Sheperds,black and tan, 8 weeks old, A.K.C.registered, shots and dewormed.Phone: 832-1490.
ALPHA DELTA PI Sorority pledge.class is having arcar wash ThursdayOctober 28 from 12 to 5. It will beheld at the Phi Kappa Tau house onFraternity Row. $1.50 per car.

BREAKFAST -

THURSDAY TURKEYJ‘OT PIECHILI OVER RICE
FISHWICH SANDWICHFRIDAY

$5,gEl///
41.3;24.‘I\

NCHGRILLED CHEESE 81 BOLOGNA

POLISH SAUSAGE I APPLESHAMBURGER PIE, POTATO TOPPING BAKED MACARONI 81 CHEESE

HARRIS CAFETERIA

”Suddenly it's

UNLIMITED SECONDS
£75 IUNCII - I1.25 DINNER - 11.65

DINNERSO, FRIED CHICKENBARBECUE FRANKS &BEA~S.BAKED FISH FILET
SHRIMP CREOLE OVER RICEROAST FRESH HAM

Homecoming

Place your

corsage

order NOW!

FREE DORM DELIVERY WITH AN
ORDER OF 5 OR MORE

BUULEV/Iflfl H08/57

1301 BUCK JONES ROAD .5
' South Hills Shopping Center

467-6303
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FOR SALE: 1965 Ford Fairlane9-seater station wagon, radio,air-conditioned. $775. 833-5234.
BABY Carriage $30; snowsuit $4;-Swingamatic $5; car-bed $5;wooden mobile $5; tricycle $5;ceramic childrens plaques $5.787-9892.
FOR SALE: 1970 Fiat 124 SportSpider, 34,000. $1,800. Call834-9178 after 6.
GOOD typist wiII‘type papers athome. Call Anne Cunningham829-9820.
ROOMS for rent close to campussingle and double 3215 Merriman.Call 834-0945.
TUTORING offered for Ma 102,111, 116, 201, 212, Phy. 205,Chem. 101 and 103 at $7 rrweek.

Shrine contains papers

(continued from page I)
first written Constitution in
America and was signed by 41 .
adult male passengers aboard
the Mayflower” on November
11, 1620.

There is also a copy of
Jefferson’s rough draft of the
Declaration of Independence, a
copy of the Treaty of Paris
which ended the Revolutionary
War, Washington’s first inaug-
ural address, and a page "from
Washington’s personal copy of
the Constitution including
marginal notes in his hand.
There is also a copy of Wash-
ington’ s famous farewell
address in which. he counseled
the young nation on the future
foreign and domestic affairs.

The exhibit also includes a
draft of the Star Spangled
Banner, the Monroe Doctrine,
the Emancipation Proclamaé
tion, Lincoln’s Gettysburg
Address, the Thirteenth
Amendment which abolished
slavery, President Woodrow
Wilson’s first inaugural address,
the Nineteenth Amendment
giving women the right to vote,
a selection from the order
naming General Eisenhower as
Supreme Commander of the
European invasion,..a copy of

Brigadier General Anthony C.
McAuliffe’s Christmas message
to his troops which includes his
famous reply of “Nuts!” to a
German demand for surrender,
and copies of the instruments

' of surrender for Germany and
Japan after the Second World
War.

Library Director I.T. Little-
ton said “we are pleased to
have this display. It has great
educational and historical value
and should be of interest and
benefit to the students. We are
grateful to the Cameron Village
Exchange Club for their inter-
est in the Library and the
University community.”

He also said the Exchange
Club had donated a limited
number of 71 page booklets
which contain the full texts of
the documents in the display
plus some annotation on,their
historical significance. The
booklet is available in the
Reference Department.

The accompanying booklet
says, “As the project grows,
more and more readers will
find in the documents a re-
minder that American citizen-
ship imposes duties and respon-
sibilities as well as conferring
rights and privileges. It is

hoped they‘ will gain a better
understandi of the sacrifices
and hardships necessary to win
freedom, to preserVe it, and to
keep alive the democratic
government of liberty and
justice under law which makes
our Republic the hope of
freedom loving people
throughout the world.”

Littleton said plans for the
dedication of the Freedom
Shrine are incomplete.

Enrollment

figures show

increase for ‘71“:
Recent figures released by

the department of Student
Affairs research show that total
student enrollment increased
by 143 students from last year
tm 13,483, and that out-of-
state enrollment decreased in
size by 168 students.

In addition there are over
300 more female students at
State than there were last fall.
The 197] female population
numbers 2,717, representing
20.2 per cent of- the total
student enrollment.

Now%‘ Open: TROY’S

in the Cameron Village Subway

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

\—I \3 4 I): 1.}

Complete System $315.35

I SAVE $35.35o
OOOOOOCIOIDDODOOODOO‘ODODOOOOOOO0.0.0.0...O.0.00......OOOOOOOIOIIOOOCOCOOI.IO0......OOO00......O.IOIOODODDODCOOOOOOOOODOI

Troy's Stereo Center and its branch stores in Durham
,2 and Chapel HiII’I‘eafu're these brands:

ADVE\T
- TANDBERG

only $280°°

A STEREO CONTROL CENTER EOR USE WHEREPOWER REQUIREMENTS ARE MODEST WIT“ NOCOMPROMISE IN PERFORMANCEFREQUENCY RESPONSE 20 3011” ”Z I Inn6 INPUTS INCLUDING 7 PNONO ZAUXILARV TAPE
GARRARD MODEL 408A POLE INDUCTIDNvSURGE " MOTOR VISCOUSDAMPED CUEING LEVER TO RAISE OR LOWERARM EROM RECORD AUTOMATIC 0R MANUALUSE 3 SPEEDS LIN MASS TUBULAR ALUMINUMAR” BALANCED BY A FIXED RESONANCE OAMPEDCOUNTERWEIGHT9A5: nmcwvisxicus covsamp-oxsamc ws AC mourncCARTRIDGE WITH DIAMONDNEEDLE

FIEVOX

smFrtSn

8111!).00

SANSUI AU222 46 WATT AMPLIFIERHEAD AND TAPE MONITOR LOW AND NIGNFREQUENCY FILTERS HEADPHONE IACKSDOUBLE PROTECTION CIRCUIT AC SPEAKER
$119.95

2 FESTIVAL l0 SPEAKERSACOUSTIC SUSPENSION DESIGN WITH 9‘ WOOEERAND 2’: TWEETER WDOFER MAS LONG EXCURSIONCONE FDR LOUO FULL BASS REQUIRES ONLY34 WATTS FOR GOOD ROOM FILLING OUALITVPOWER NANDLING CAPACITY 25 WATTS DELUXEOILEED WALNUT ENCLOSURES IE try II by
$59.95 each .

ALSO

USED STEREO

(COMPONENTS

I...OI.OIIIO.D.OC0.0...0..00......DCOOIDOOOOOOIOODOOQIO0.00....OICOOOIOOOIOOOOOOOOOO.Il0...Oo0Q.Q......................

CHARGE ACCOUNTS ACCEPTED ‘
MASTER CHARGE
BANK AMERICARD

6 MONTHS TO
2 YEARS THRU

"1'30“ nu cor}: mononourm

CAMERON VILLAGE SUBWAY

open daily 11:30 - 9:30

TROY’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEARII "1

BWAC

WARRANTY WITH ALL
NEW COMPONENTS SOLDo;

YES, WE TAKE TRADE INS
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resz‘ructuring - a beginning

Cl hilton smith

The word "restructuring" had little meaning to
North Carolina up until last December. But in the
past few months it has gained new significance.

__ The change came with Govemor Bob Scott's
initial Call for restructuring North Carolina higher
education. His suggestion for a more centralized
authoraity over the Consolidated University,
particularly, struck' at the heart of every UNC
alumnus.

Scott's aim was to eliminate waste and
duplication of programs by establishing a strong
coordinating board over the University of North
Carolina and the‘nine separate regional universities.

But many UNC supporters took it as a threat to
the power and prestige of the University as well as
placing the University's high educational traditions
in jeopardy.

The feeling was only intensified with the
disclosure of the Warren Committee
recommendations in May. A majority
recommendation for a state-wide coordinating
board for budget review and programming authority
was bad enough , but the proposal to dismantle the
Consolidated University system was almost too
much for many UNC supporters to comprehend.

It was generally acknowledged that the General
Assembly's wholesale elevation of four-year colleges
to regional universities and the relative
independence of institutions to pursue their own
planning and solicitation of state funds were causing
confusion and disorganization.

The problem was a division of opinion over what
the solution should be. Even on the Warren
Committee itself, agreement proved to be
impossible. The result was two contradictory reports
from the same committee, one from the majority
and one from the minority.

The majority report, calling for a strong
coordinating board for all 15 institutions and a
dismantling of the Consolidated University office,
was endorsed by Scott .and he pdshed for ltS‘
approval during the regular session of the 1971
General Assembly. 7

But the disagreement that had plagued the

Warren Committee found its way into the General
Assembly and Scott's proposal was slowed down.
A host of other plans drawn up by General

Assembly members complicated the situation even
further. These included governing plans and
coordinating plans with almost infinite variations in
board size and powers.

Finally all parties agreed to an adjournment of
the General Assembly until October 26, giving time
for further study of the entire question.

The intervening months have seen a definite shift
in opinion. This has been reflected in testimony
during the recent Legislative hearings where speaker
after speaker has supported a governing system
stronger than the coordinating system originally
proposed in the majority report.

The shift has also penetrated the UNC Trustees
who recently softened their opposition to a
governing board and presented their own plan built
around the existing Consolidated University
structure.

The legislative committee has tried to sort ”out
the different proposals and come to some generally
accepted conclusions. .

But the ball is now in the hands of the General
Assembly and it's up to them to carry it.



the student stake in restructuring

Cl craig wilson

When former student body president Cathy
Sterling addressed the N.C. General Assembly’s joint
hearings on higher education, her theme was
"student input on the restructuring question." Her
talk made some interesting points, not the least of
which is that it was time students began to think
about their interests at stake in possible

deconsolidation of the University of North Carolina.
State student body president Gus Gulser, for

example, feels that, just from the standpoint of
student problems, the "governing board" concept
which would abolish the unwieldy 112 member
UNC Board and give each individual institution its
own trustees, would have great merit. As Gusler
points out, a smaller and less-removed board
probably would greatly expedite negotiations with
policy-makers on matters such as visitation or
alcoholic beverage rules.

Under the present structure, broad policies for all
six campuses of the Consolidated University are

—photo by Davis

extremely difficult to formulate. Initially there
must be co-ordin'ation through the consolidated
office in Chapel Hill—an office burdened with
constant budgetary and public relations worries.
Then there must be advisory meetings involving
school representatives from as far away as Asheville
and Wilmington. ‘

Then there must be accommodation for the '
often divergent situations which may exist at the
Greensboro, Raleigh and Chapel Hill branches.

Only then does any proposal reach the mammoth
Board of Trustees which must in turn bow to
innumerable pressures. ‘ "

[case in point
An interesting case in point is the recent debate

over the alcoholic beverage policy. After
encountering some difficulty in persuading the busy
Chapel Hill office to discuss the matter, Gusler and
students and deans from five of the UNC campuses
(Asheville couldn't make it) opened talks last
month. But not before President William C. Friday's
legal assistant Richard H. Robinson committed the
impolitic act of discussing the issue sans students

' the week before.
Robinson further damaged the already tenuous

relationship between the State student government
and the somewhat distant consolidated office by
attempting to bar the student press from the
meeting.

frrday soughlL
When press members left the conference room

and sought President Friday (who eventually
interceded and opened the meeting) Robinson
launched into a tirade against Gusler, accusing him
of being, among other things, a demogogue.
(Robinson was angry because Gusler had released a
draft of the proposal to the Technician after
learning of its liquor ban provision which had been
included without student input.)

At another, point in the meeting, Robinson
implied that Gusler was ”playing games" to which
Gusler politely replied that he wasn’t.
Now maybe the problem is simply a matter of

Robinson's rather abrasive attitude. But at least a
portion of the difficulty probably hinges on faulty
communications between this student body and the
consolidated office—a fault inherent in the great
demands placed on any agency designated to
co-ordinate such a vast and complex institution as
the Consolidated University of North Carolina.

When the special session of the N.C. Legislature
convenes in October one certainly hopes that
student interest will merit at least some attention.
By no stretch of the imagination does this
consideration ‘ of communication between
administrators and students pretend to be the most
salient factor in the determination of what's best for
higher education in the state. But it's a problem
nonetheless, and the plan for individual trustee
boards probably deserves the support of those who
want to see it solved.



scoff: 4'Ief's have governing board'

El hilton smith

North Carolina Governor Bob Scott, who has
persistently pushed his restructuring proposals for
the past six months finally §ees light at the end of
the tunnel.

“l think that we are moving along generally well.
I would have liked to see better budget control," he
said.

Scott was referring to a governing board proposal
endorsed by the Consolidated University Board of
Trustees Executive Committee.

This endorsement marked a victory for Scott
since the UNC trustees had been one of the
strongest opponents to major higher education
restructuring.

In fact, last' May the Executive Committee, as
well as the full UNC Trustee Board passed a
resolution against any structural change and for a
general strengthening of the existing Board of
Higher Education.

However, in the ensuing months opposition has
lessened and Scott could not contain his optimism. .

“I am delighted to see President Friday get the
(Executive) Committee’s go ahead to begin working
with the legislature on this," commented Scott
following adoption of the governing board plan by
the Committee.

Scott has his own ideas on restructuring but he
realizes that flexibility is also important.

“I have had the feeling all along that it should be
a smaller board such as 25, but I hope we won’t put
the whole plan in jeopardy just arguing over
numbers," he said. ' .

“Thinking of the Legislature, I think it will be
somewhere between 25 and 100 members. Again,
this is the most basic‘thing involved. I would like to
see the board small enough to operate without an
executive committee.”

Scott considers budget control and programing
authority asl-the most important elements in any
restructuring-plan.

"These are imperative. I would like to see as
much budget control taken from the General
Assembly as possible. I would like to see more
budget control from the central board."

In fact, Scott favors an extremely strong central
board, stronger than many have recommended.

“Authority for the local boards should emanate

from the central board. If we are going to have a
governing board, let’s have a governing board. The
local boards will have plenty to do, such as
planning," Scott‘ said.

When Scott first spoke out on the problem of
North Carolina higher education last December,
little did most people realize that the General
Assembly would now be in session on the verge of
approving the biggest structural changes in higher
education in over 40 years.

He has made his point.

—photo by Barker
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776 years of deconso/idation

El gsorge panton
In 1795 North Carolina became the first state to

open a public university. Now, 176 years later, it is
the only state supporting as many as 15.

The intervening . years have, brought gradual
decentralization and increased political influence in
higher education in North Carolina. With one of the
lowest per capita incomes in the nation, the Tar
Heel state is trying to finance one of the most
expensive systems of public college and university
instruction.
To try to cope with what many feel is

uncontrolled expansion of higher education, the
General Assembly reconvened yesterdayIn a special
session. Yet to be able to understand the story of
higher education in North Carolina, one has to
understand almost nine score years of its history.

For almost 40 years the University of North
Carolina was the only institution of higher learning
in the state. In the thirddecade of the Nineteenth
Century there was an explosion of private
church-related colleges, beginning in 1834 with
Wake Forest. .

The US. Census in"1860 listed 16 colleges in
North . Carolina, with 94 teachers and 1,540
students; however, the University at Chapel Hill was
the only public institution.

Following the Civil War, the University faced a
financial crisis which ultimately forced the scth to
close. Because of lack of financial support and
public confidence plus reconstruction politics, UNC
closedin 1869.

Instruction was "resumed in 1875 When the
General Assembly appointed a new Board of
Trustees and provided revenue from interest-bearing
certificates of indebtedness. But only in 1881 did
the University receive direct financial support from
the State in the amount of $10,000.

land-grant colleges

War-time legislation that ultimately played an
important role in North Carolina higter education
was the Morrill Act, signed into law by President
Abraham Lincoln in 1862. The Iaw provided for
each state to' receive 30,000 acres of federal land for
each senator and representative in Congress.

Sale of this land was to provide revenue for the
establishment of "ag'lcu'ltur'al and mechanical
colleges" in the‘states. This act gave new impetus to
state universities

After North Carolina was readmitted to the
Union, the provisions of the Morrill Act applied to
the Tar Heel state. North Carolina received

WESTERN CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY —5,125

-

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT ASHEVILLE —988
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$125,000 from the sale of land, and the interest on
this money was given to the University.

At Chapel Hill, no students were enrolled in
agriculture "and mechanics courses, since the
University was still oriented towards a traditional
classical curriculum. Thus there was growing
sentiment for the establishment of a separate college
of agricultural and mechanical arts in the state.

The union of two movements, one advocating a
land-grant college of agriculture and mechanic arts,
led by Colonel L. L. Polk, and the other urging an
industrial school, sponsored by the Watauga Club of
Raleigh, led to the opening in Raleigh in 1889 of
the North Carolina College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts as a standard land-grant college.

Other states had successfully combined their
state universities with land-grant institutions. The
failure of the land-grant curriculum at Chapel Hill
was the first step in the ultimate establishment of
14 other universities in the state.

'4 other new colleges
North Carolina A & M was not the only new

college established after the Civil War. In 1877
Fayetteville Colored Normal was established to
offerthe‘ first Negro teacher training in the south. In
1891 three other colleges opened: State Normal and

~ Industrial School for white girls, North Carolina
Agricultural and Mechanical College for the Colored
Race, and Elizabeth City Colored Normal School.

These new colleges were designed to meet
specific needs of the state and to provide
educational directions not available at the
University in Chapel Hill—education for blacks and
women, technical and agricultural education for-

‘ both races, and teacher training.
'By the third decade of the Twentieth Century,

there were a growing number of public colleges
competing for a limited amount of state funds. A
general reorganization of state government in 1931
gave Governor '0. Max Gardner the opportunity to
consolidate the three most prominent
institutions—UNC, Women's College, and N ..C State
College of AgIculture, and Engineering.

., Governor Gardner, an alumnus of N.C. State and
,_ Carolina, saw the dalnage of competing programs at
the three institutions. He wrote in the News and
Observer: “ .I saw the competition among our
institutions as each ‘soug'It to extend its activities
and encroach upon the prerogatives of others . . . . I
saw new departments and new activities, duplication
and ‘ extensions, occurring with each succeeding
session of me General Assembly."

Forty years later Governor Robert Scott would
make similar statements in his effort to reorganize
higIer education.
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In 1931 the pressurefor reorganization was .
financial as well as theoretical. The Depression had
hit North Carolina, and Governor Gardner had to
cut the state'5 higher education expenses.

Support and opposition, for and against
consolidation, shifted during the course of the
argument. UNC President Frank Porter Graham said
he Would keep an open mind on the proposition
after he was promised by the Governor that
consolidation was not a political move and would be
prefaced by a detailed study.

State College President Eugene Clyde Brooks was
critical of consolidation. He ’felt the three
institutions were too far apart to "be effectively
joined, and he fought for the retention of the words ‘
"Agriculture and Engineering" in the school's name.

Women’s College President Julius I. Foust was
friendly towards consolidation after he ascertained
that his. institution would not be greatly affected.
Alumni of the three institutions were particularly

vocal. State College Alumni were afraid that 50
years of work for the college would be lost.
However the Alumni News said that if the

institution .could retain its individuality,"we will not
need to worry about consolidation."

With the passage of the Act of Consolidation in
1931, the actual details of consolidation had n yet
been formulated. The law provided for the governor
to appoint a Consolidation Commission which
would propose specific" actions.

complete freedom in making its investigations.

survey recommendations

‘The 'maior recommendations of the Surve
Committee were sweeping. They recommended th
transfer of State College from Raleigh to Chapel Hil
or its reduction to a junior college. The Commissio
rejected this proposal of the Survey Committee -
being too controversial and as a threat to I
consolidation.

In June 1935 Consolidated University Preside
Frank Porter Graham ‘ made the followi
recommendations to achieve consolidation in h
annual report: -

1. One board of trustees
2. One executive committee of the board.
3. One president
4. One controller
5. One administrative council of representative

the three institutions and their faculties.
6.\‘Fr’ansformation of three schools of educati-

into departments.
7. No new registration in the school of busin

at State College.

um AT CHARL

A Survey’ .
Committee was appointed which ' was given .
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8. .No new registration in elementary education
in the college at Chapel Hill.

9. Discontinuance of the library school at the
Woman's College, with a later provision made, on
recommendation of the president for two library
courses for teachers in the department of education
at the Woman's College.

10. A joint directorate, under a chairman, of the
all-University Extension DiVisi‘on. .

11. No men students at the Woman's College, in
accordance with its purpose and the needs of the
ate for a distinctly and preeminently woman's
college of arts and science.

12. The abolition of the board of the offices of
vice-president and the appointments by the

' president, with advice of the trustees' committee, of
‘ three deans of administration.

13. The appointment of one director of the
' coordinated summer school, the abolition of the
offices of associate directors, and the assumption of

. their administrative responsibilities.
14. The beginning of mobility of staffs and

students.
15. The appointment of one dean of one

gaduate school. _
It was not many years before most of Graham’s

recommendations for consolidation had been
iolated. Thus the Consolidated University over the

last 40 years has deconsolidated within itself.

unc engineering school

One‘of the major problems of consolidation was
what to do with the Engineering School at Chapel
Hill. A special committee of engineers and State
leaders studied the problem and recommended that
the School of Engineering at Chapel Hill be merged
with the school on the State College campus.

David A. Leckmillerin his The Consolidation of
the University of North Carolina published in 1942
states: "One of the alleged weaknesses of
consolidation is that it takes no account of the three
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UNIVERSITY-1.419

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT WILMINGTON—1,772

teachers colleges for whites, the five colleges for
‘ Negroes, and the Cherokee Indian Normal School,
all of which are supported by the
State. . . Additional mergers and reorganizations
will be necessary if state and institutional'officials
will guard against duplications in the upper levels
and highly specialized fields of instruction, and if
standards and faculties of the various colleges are
maintained on high and relatively equal levels.” '

four decades of supremacy

For almost four deCades the Consolidated
University was supreme in North Carolina higher
education. The original consolidated plan of
President Graham was slowly deconsolidated but
the political power of the University continued to
increase. The three original campuses of the
University grew and gained national and
international reputations.

However, by the 1960s the four-year colleges
began to increase in size and political influence.
Three-years after Consolidated University President
William C. Friday was inaugurated, Leo Jenkins was
named President of East Carolina University.
Jenkins would become a major rival of Friday in
legislative wars over increased funding.

In the decade of U18 19605 East Carolina
increased its enrollment from 4,000 to over 10,000
students. The success of East Carolina was shortly
emulated by other four--year institutions.
A study commission in the mid-fifties

recommended the creation of the NC. Board of
Higher Education, fashioned after state-level
agencies which had cropped up to coordinate higher
education in about 10 states after World War II.

This board was envisioned as a means of bringing
an, educational experience into the educational
decisions. However, the board ‘was never able‘to
effectively win the respect of the institutions it was
supposed to coordinate. Campus administrators
simply by-passed the board and went to the General
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Assembly when requested programs were not
approved by the Board.

Asheville-Biltmore College, Charlotte College and
Wilmington College were converted from
community colleges to public senior colleges by
action of the 1963 General Assembly. Charlotte
College became the fourth campds of the University
of» North Carolina On July 1, 1965, following
authorization by the 1965 General Assembly. In
1969 Asheville and Wilmington joined the
Consolidated University as the fifth and sixth
campuses.

In 1967 the General Assembly, against the advice
of the Board of Higher Education, re-designated
four of the public senior colleges as regional
universities including North Carolina Agricultural 8t
Technical State University, Appalachian State
University, East Carolina University, and Western
Carolina University.

proliferation of universities

The proliferation of universities continued in
1969 with the two new branches of the
Consolidated University, also the General Assembly
in 1969 named every other 4-year college a
University. Thus North Carolina finds itself with
15 universities, while the national average is four per
state. The fears that Lockmiller had expressed in
1942 had come true. From one University in 1795
to 15 in 1969, North Carolina could not afford 0to
supportthat many universities.

Thus Governor Robert Scott appointed a
commission to study higher education in Nort
Carolina. The recommendations of this commission
as well as subsequent recommendations of Governor
Scott, UNC President Friday and other eduCational
experts .will be considered while the General
Assembly is in session this week. Their solution will
have to provide answers to the problems createdin
past mistakes which have resulted in a
deconsolidated system of hiyier education.



cameron west: "look at the whole%system

D jack cozort

As the North Carolina General Assembly moves
toward establishing some sort of agency to
coordinate public university education, it will carry
out a plan proposed by the Board of Higher
Education some three years ago.

e

"In its long-range plan released in November of
1968, the Board of Higher Education set out the
problem very clearly, as did the _Warren
Committee," says Dr. Cameron West, State Director
of Higher Education. "We need a single agency
charged to look at the state educational system as a
whole rather than at the aspirations of ‘a single
institution." ‘

Dr. West has been” called on time and again in the
last three years to testify before committees, to

cameronwestphotobyCain

higher education: history

El perry safran

“Trying to get the most with what you
have—that was the thinking behind the creation of
the N.C. Board of Higher Education in 1955,"
accdrding to the Board's Assistant Director, John F.
Corey.

"The background to Tar Heel education starts at
the beginning of education in the United States,” he
said in a recent interview. "There was no provision
for education in the U.S. constitution. According to
the Tenth Amendment, all powers not relegated to
the Federal Government become the responsibility
of the states."

"The states began the process of education by
setting up smaller boards of education in the
counties, and finally by creating Universities. North '
Carolina, of course, had the first state-chartered
university," Corey noted. ’

Because universities are generally regarded as
society's only institutions solely devoted to the
pursuit of truth, Corey thinks American‘universities
were in the beginning afforded large amounts of
autonomy. " ,

"Historically, a great deal of autonomy‘has been
thought necessary for universities to fulfill their
goals. But after the Land Grant Act of 1860, the.
federal government became actively involved in the
perpetuation of higher learning, and of course
funding became integrated with the decisions of
which institutions grew. Those that sign the checks
can influence the system," Corey explained.

”As the system of higher learning grew,
committees made up from the institutions
themselves were formed to govern growth and
quality. These were commonly known as
accreditation boards," he continued.

Corey pointed out that in North Carolina, the
institutions were allowed liberal “working room"
with a board of trustees and elected officials for
each school.

“This method of governance continued until 0.
Max Gardner's administration in 1931. Then under
the guidance of Governor Gardner, N.C. State,

UNC, and, Woman's College were consolidated with
UNC as the seat of humanities, State as the base of
technology, ., and Woman's College for women,”‘
Corey said. '

The end of World War II brought about a sharp
rise in college enrollment across‘ the nation. North
Carolina felt the rise, and welcomed the returning
Gl's to N.C. colleges. In the 19505, ‘the "baby
boom” created overcrowding in North Carolina
institutions, and the need for coordination became
increasingly apparent; . ,

Corey explained that in the Fifties, North
Carolina had only the consolidated institutions of
State, UNC and UNC-G offering a general college
education. All the rest were teacher-oriented.

”The Gl's began to want more than a teacher's
education. Not everybody desired a teacher's
degree, and indicated their sentiments to the state,"
he said. ,

The state responded in 1953. Under the direction
of Governor Luther Hodges, a commission to study
the case of higher learning was appointed. The first
recommendation was "the expressed need for a
Board of“ Higher. Education."

In 1955 the General Assembly created the State
Board of Higher Education for the purpose of
planning and promoting the ”sound, vigorous,
progressive, and coordinated system of higher
learning in North Carolina."

"The development of the Board came at the right
moment," remarked Corey. "it enabled the
institutions to get an overview of the situation of
higher learning in North Carolina. ‘ '

"Since 1953 the responsibilities of the Board'
have been to plan and coordinate the functions of
higher learning. The function of budgeting became
primary in the minds of the Board and the
institutions. The more powerful institutions were
able to muster strength in the General Assembly,
and because it had the final word, made some of the
decisions concerning the path higher learning was to
take in North Carolina," he said.

Corey stated that the situation that exists today
is entirely consistent with the philosophy of the

‘ board. ’
"The Board has been consistent throughout. In

1968, we proposed a governing board. The shake
down now is with the factions wanting to keep
control of the planning of~higher learning. The
Board is committed to the Governing Board idea-
and will remain so," he said.
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speak before this or that group, to restate the
Board's position. He has held fast in his stance.
reiterating the Board’s convictions that the creation
of a single agency is imperative.“

“There needs to be developed a statewide voice ‘
for higher education which has not been available
before," Dr. West offers. “It needs to know what
the state's priorities are. The real issue is whether
you have an agency which looks to get the broadest
viewof what is 900d for the state and its people.
That way, if it were in the state's best interest for
one institution to get special treatment, then it
would happen. Where it makes sense to have
diversity or equity, it would also be possible.

"Our problem in the past has not been getting
enough money for education, it’s just that we were
spending it, in some cases, for the wrong priorities
and programs. And because we have needed money
for a total program, we have. sometimes passed the
cost along to students who could not afford it,
which kept a large number of low income students
out of our institutions. in fact, North Carolina has
one of the lowest percentages in the country of
young people continuing their education.

varying. capabilities
"A second problem has been that we have 15

institutions of widely varying differences in
capability, yet each has the same statutory
authority. And the current Board of Higher
Education is not given the power to control each
institution's unbridled aspirations."

West, who has been with the‘Board since 1966
(Director for the past three years), can envision
many of these problems being controlled under a
central board. ”Through the proper ddii‘elopment of
our resources,” West continues, “we can have a
limited number of fine graduate programs and good
undergraduate instruction. It may be necessary for
the student population to be more mobile, rather
than place an institution near everyone’s home. It
would be better to have a small number of good
programs rather than a large number which were
underfinanced.

"We can increase the number of North
Carolinians in post-secondary training, raise the
standard of living in the state, increase North
Carolina's productivity, and presumably do this
more economically than .is possible under the
current situatiOn. But none of this can be possible
unless we “have an agency charged with the
reSponsibility of looking at the system as a whole.
And if that agency does not have the power of
program control and' budget control, then it simply
will not work."

How does Dr. West, a former Academic Dean at
Pfeiffer College, ‘see the student—who has just
gained representation on the Consolidated
University Board of Trustees—fitting intothis single
agency? 1

local student vote
“The student's role would be primarily at the

local institutional board level," Westlnotes. “I can
see local boards with delegated powers to handle ‘the
day by day activities of the institution. These
boards should not take away from the central
board's authority to make statewide decisions, but
they could be more responsible to the individual
institution's constituencies. Student concern» could
be expressed on this local level, with some sort of $
system for the concerns of the students to go from ,t
the local boards to the-president of the statewide
system. BUt the central board must be a professional
staff charged by statute to take a broad look at the
state's higher education needs."

According to Dr. West, North Carelina is not the
only state facing restructuring problems. Some -
states have gone to governing boards from
coordinating agencies, and there are states which 5f
have . had no coordination at all, but found
themselves forced to develop statewide agencies. )n ‘
"As fiscal conditions continUe," West concludes,
"along with the levelling off of student'population 255
growth, the trend will be toward even greater
statewide governance. "

’.



caldwell: 'cenfral state-wide goVerning body'
IIf

C) chancellor john celdwell

The continued well being of the people of North
Carolina requires the existence of a well supported
and well organized system of public higher
education characterized by'_diversity of function,
access to students of a wide range of'abilities and
purposes, and with capacity to respond to a
dynamic society. The organization of this system .
should be such as to assure the people of responsible
planning, policy making, control, budgeting, and"
administration. Taxpayers, students and their
parents deserve to feel that the costs of the system .
are necessary and adequately productive. q

The present public higher education
establishment in North Carolina meets many of
these criteria. From the technical institutes and
community colleges to its professional andgraduate
schools, diversity of offering is eminently achieved.
Public higher education is accessible to students of
every level of ability and purpose. The present
system has responded with commendable
effectiveness to the shifting and increasing demands
of the society. Finally, by national standards, public
higher education in North Carolina is reasonably
well supported. Some of its campuses offer.
distinguished programs.

So what’s wrong? What needs changing? Why all
the hullabaloo? Advocates of a restructuring move
believe that the present organization of higher
education no longer possesses the clarity of
authority and the unencumbered competence to
insure that the planning and performance of the
system can continue to be counted on to deliver
maximum results 'for dollar invested. This opinion is
widely held both within and without the
establishment itself. 7

The tasks of State Government have grown by
leaps and bounds since World War II. The span of
attention of the political representatives of the
peeple has been stretched enormously. Decisions on
society’s priorities which” must be made in the
political process are burdensomely complex. It is
only natural then that responsible citizens should
sincerely desire an intelligible, rational
decision-making process for the development,
control, and finance of higher education.

Higher education is important now and will
continue so. The higher education establishment is
big and growing bigger, expensive and grewing more
so, and its cqmplexity is increasing. Issues of policy
and finance are taking new forms-The public is
trying to get a rational grasp on it. Not only the
voting public but institutional leadership itself in a
fumbling way is trying to improve the shape and
structure of the government, administration, and
financing of the establishment.
herein my own view of the direction this shape and
structure must inevitably take in each state in the
decades ahead of us.

In summary, I believe that each state will come
in time to a single governing board for its system of
higher education. For each institution under this
single state-wide governing board there will be
established some kind of advisory body.
Why do I think this development is inevitable?

background
State legislatures and state governors constitute

the ultimate political governing and coordinating
authority for all of the’public enterprises in a state
on behalf of the body politic. Historically, these
legislatures have authorized the incorporation of
boards of trustees for the government and
administration of institutions of higher education, a
separate board for each in/stitution. This has long
been the prevailing American pattern. But beginning
in the 1930's, with accelerationIn the 40's, 50's and
60's, legislatures have had to face up to some very
practical problems. Relying at first upon central
budgeting adthorities, the legislatures by this means

I am expressing-

..

attempted to remove themselves one step from the
direct task of planning and coordinating the
complex roles and budgets of many campuses under
separate boards. Budgetary controls alone, however,
could not provide a suitable or adequate means of
planning and decision-making among competing

or.

institutions of higher educationfor role and funds.
80, One by one the states have created central state
educational authorities for planning, allocation of
functions and allocation of funds to the higher
education establishment. These central state-wide
authorities have taken a number of different forms
and the powers accorded them vary considerably. In
every case, however, the common purpose has been

' to provide the people of the state and the legislature
., witha mechanism to bring educational expertness
to the political process bf developing plans,
allocating .functions and recommending funds for a
higher education system.

In a very real sense, then, the new machinery
which now characterizes most of the states results
from the fact that the size, complexity, and cost of
higher education have grown beyond the legislative
capacity to deal with
requirements through traditional legislative use of
legislative committees and budget commissions.

“In a' handful of states the mechanism created by
the legislatures is a single governing board with _ .
direct trusteeship over all the institutions supported
by the state. In most cases, however, the mechanism
has not been to establish a governing board of
trustees but a coordinating authority charged with
certain planning, allocation of functions, and
budgetary review powers over the several separate
institutional governingb’oards of trustees.

Human nature being what it is and institutional
behavior being what it is, the separate institutions of
higher education in any state have generally resisted
the establishment of coordinating authorities over
them. The principal resistance to such coordinating
authorities in many states has come from the large
prestigious and powerful state university (or
universities) in the state; Also, aggressive developing
institutions resist controlling authority.

Again, however, rivalry, expensive duplication of
function (real or imagined or exaggerated), and
unjustified expansion often facilitated by use of the
palitical process have by now carried the day for
establishment of state-wide coordinating boards of
various kinds.
outlook

States which maintain the system of separate
institutional boards, subject to varying degrees of
central coordinating authorities, may be able to
"live with" such systems for several years to come.
However, as the thrust of individual institutional
ambitions intensifies, as the costs of new and
advanced level curricula increase, as regional
interests within a state rally behind their local ‘
institutions, and as the task of coordination thus
becomes more practically necessary and important
in the general interest, it will become more
necessary to enlarge the authority of the
coordinating body. This power will be expanded at
the expense of the .powers of the separate
institutional boards of trustees.

This power will grow by legislative intent to
further reduce the range and load of detail
decision-making by the legislature itself which
otherwise would be‘deciding complicated issues of
function and priority with relatively less and less
actual knowledge of the subject.

Another set of internal forces will be operating at
the institutional level. Institutional boards of
trustees will find themselves less able to "govern”
the institution in a traditional sense. They will find
themselves inevitably relying upon a chief executive
of the institution who in turn will be exercising this
authority in an intricate environment of faculty
authority, student ”power," employee demands,
and interlocking budgetary sources. Local boards of
trustees, therefore, will find themselves in a sort of
validating role exercising much less actual
discretionary authority. A present trend toward
placing both students and faculty on the boards
themselves illustrates this changing milieu of
trusteeship.

With institutional roles and budgets subject to
growing authority from above and internal
institutional program and policy formulated by the
campus constituency, the institutional trusteeship
role will in due course become mainly and simply
the choosing of the executive, the approval of his '
salary (perhaps), ~ and the‘ approval of certain
property transactions and bond issues. Even the last
two no doubt will be subject to central review and
approval by higher state authority, even as now
predominates.
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the decision-making ‘

If the analysis is sound, to this observer it
predicts for any state a central state-wide governing
body responsible for the planning and government
of higher education in the state. This board will
have a strong executive and executive staff adequate
to the role of planning a rational system of higher
education for-a state, allocating and controlling the
roles and functions of. the several institutions and
controlling the allocation of appropriated resources
from the legislature. This staff must be directly and
regularly accessible to the institutional heads.

essentials
The natural instinct of an American is to fear

centralization of authOrity. Only the most
pragmatic of arguments can overcome those fears. I
share the apprehensions. So there must be
safeguards against improper political domination,
dictatorial regimentation and uniformity. Higher
education "at its best requires freedom and diversity.

The body. politic has the legitimate right and
obligation to control the destiny of higher
education in any state. The question is how to
exercise this authority with proper regard for this
legitimacy, with proper regard for the requirements
of freedom and diversity, and with proper respect
for allocation of funds among competing public
purposes. Under the system outlined above,
therefore, the legislative body of each state ‘should

_ elect the governing board for the system of higher
education. a...

This governing board should be large enough to
be realistically representative and small enough, to
function responsibly. In too
responsibility gets diffused. In too small a board,
power can be too concentrated. The members
should be elected for terms of at least eight years
with a planned system of overlapping terms.

This board should have the obligation, the
discretion and the authority to employ and
compensate an absolutely first-class chief executive
and staff.

The law establishing this board should define its
powers clearly and broadly. Its powers and
functions should include a requirement that
maximum autonomy and diverSity among the
institutions will be encouraged and protected in the
exercise by the board of its authority to govern, to
allocate functions, and" to recommend budgets. '

The statute should require the board to identify
and maintain certain campuses of a comprehensive
state-wide character performing the expensive,
high-l-evel functions of professional education,
advanced graduate education, research and related
public service.

The board should be admonished in the law to
provide maximum delegation of authority to the
institutional executives and their faculties.

The statute should wthorize the Board to
enforce useful interinstitutional cooperation. .

The institutional head should enjoy clearly
delegated authority for the conduct of the
institution. But the statute should require the
institutional head to function with the advice of a
council. This council could have a different
composition for each institution, but its
composition should be formalized with the approval
of the governing board. The council should be
composed of alumni and other lay persons, plus ‘
representatives of the faculty, student body, and
administration of the institution.

Funds requested by each institution,
recommended by the governing board and
appropriated by the state should come to the
institution with maximum practical. discretion in its
use, subject of course to continuous external
post-audit. The budgetary policies of the state and
the governing board should
institution to expand its resources from private and
other-than-state sources.
conclusion

It is believed that the outlined structure would
provide the people of a state with a democratically
controlled mechanism for developing, supporting
and controlling a system of higher education
characterized by maximum educational service
quality and diversity of offering and economy of
operation.

It is my conviction that sooner or later every
state will approximate this pattern. The importance,
size, complexity, and costs of higher education will
make it necessary.
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